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Introduction
Does the world need another critical care textbook? As I look around my office, I count four hefty, comprehensive critical care tomes, five ICU handbooks, and more
than two dozen related texts on mechanical ventilation, nutritional support, arrhythmia management, monitoring and pharmacotherapy. My handheld organizer provides
me with instant antibiotic and drugdosage recommendations, and I can easily search the literature on computers in my office, at home, and at every nursing station.
With all of this information readily at hand, why would anyone want another critical care text?
The answer may be found in the concept of the evolutionary ‘niche’. The audience for this book is not necessarily the expert in critical care, who presumably also has
a wellstocked bookshelf in his or her office. This book is intended for clinicians with intermittent responsibilities for critically ill patients in a world of competing
demands. Our target audience includes the medical student on a finalyear elective, the house officer on a onemonth rotation in the ICU, the nurse or respiratory
therapist seeking more information, and the general internist, surgeon or anesthesiologist who occasionally cares for critically ill patients. Hospitalists (hospitalbased
doctors) may find this book to be particularly useful, especially if their hospital does not support fulltime critical care staff. Our goal was to create a work with more
depth than the typical pocket reference, while avoiding the bulk and expense of a more encyclopedic work. In order to achieve this goal, we have concentrated this
volume on cardiac and pulmonary issues in the ICU. While the intent is for this book to be part of a larger family of books that would, in total, approximate a standard
text this volume also stands on its own. The hope is that it will provide a logical approach and bestpractice suggestions for a variety of common critical care issues,
while remaining small enough to be read covertocover. The authors recognize that controversy exists in many treatment decisions, but have chosen to present a
consensus approach, buttressed by essential references. My feeling is that questions raised at 3 in the morning should be answered succinctly. I’m happier to engage in
a spirited discussion supported by 200 conflicting references when the patient has been stabilized.
Where possible, chapters have been arranged to present a brief overview of the disease process and epidemiology, diagnostic criteria, important differential
diagnostic considerations, and practical, evidencebased advice on patient management. We have only touched on prognostic information, enough to use in discussions
with family members. Tables have been used to facilitate quick reference, and the figures are similar to what we would handdraw on morning rounds to illuminate a
concept. Some chapters are intended to expose background information (Respiratory and Cardiac Physiology, Oxygen Delivery and Utilization, Clinical Shock States,
Respiratory Muscle Function, ARDS) while others are more practically oriented (Pressors and Inotropes, Hypertensive Emergencies, Cardiac Rhythm Disturbances,
Nosocomial Pneumonia, Weaning from Mechanical Ventilation, and Postoperative Care). In looking through other textbooks, we felt that the mechanics of line
placement were seldom detailed, and have included a richly illustrated chapter on Line Placement Techniques.
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In order to keep the book to a reasonable size, we have deliberately omitted important aspects of critical care—specifically neurologic and neurosurgical
management, gastrointestinal bleeding, toxicity and poisoning, hematalogic and oncologic management, renal issues including dialysis, and infectious/immunologic
issues. Plans are in the works for companion volumes to address these topics.
Just as the practice of critical care is a multidisciplinary, team effort, so to is the process of bringing a textbook to life. The authors would like to recognize the efforts
of a number of individuals whose contributions were essential to this book. First and foremost, Ms. Suzanne Allen, administrative assistant for Baystate Medical
Center’s Critical Care Division, spent countless hours typing and retyping manuscripts, chased down letters of permission to reprint figures and tables, and kept the
project moving and organized. Mr. Jonathan Gregory initiated the project for BIOS Scientific Publishers Ltd, helped formulate the style of the book and provided
muchneeded encouragement during the battle to complete the manuscripts. Ms. Victoria Oddie and Dr. Katie Deaton, of the Editorial Department at BIOS, helped
tidy up the manuscript and fix the many overlooked details as the book wound its way to production. Aimie Haylings, our Production Editor, gracefully pushed the
book through its final months, and managed to turn indecipherable scrawls and eighthgeneration photocopies into art.
Special thanks is also due to our colleagues: attending physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists, fellows, residents and medical students who asked the right questions
at the right times, and who generously read manuscript drafts and offered valuable suggestions. Our spouses and families deserve thanks for their unconditional love,
patience, wit and support when another impossible deadline loomed. Above all, we thank our patients and their families, from whom we have learned so much to be
applied in the future.
Thomas L.Higgins MD
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